
Instructions for Sure Grip Hand Control installation on 2011 Honda Odyssey Minivan 

 

Step 1: There are 2 Phillips head screws that face the driver, one on the right, one on the left, 

that have to be removed. In order to do this you must rotate the wheel 90 degrees as shown in 

the picture. 

Step 2: There are three Phillips head screws in the bottom of the steering column cover (shown 

by the red vertical arrow in the above picture) that also have to be removed. 

Step 3: Once all the screws have been removed, you can remove the steering column cover 

which will allow you to look down behind the dash. 

Step 4: Look down into the dash on the right hand side of the steering wheel and locate the “U 

shaped” OEM steel brace that supports the dash panel. The 2 holes in the OEM brace, circled in 

the picture below, will be the ones used to bolt the A551 bracket to. 

  

Step 5: Use the two 5/16”X1” bolts provided to fasten the bracket to the steel OEM brace. Once 

this step is done the bracket should be in the position shown in the picture below. 



 

Step 6: The A551 is sent from the factory with the clamping block already attached. However, 

depending on the position of the steering wheel tilt, you may need to adjust the bracket up or 

down. You can do this by loosening the 5/16” bolts and sliding the bracket within its oblong 

holes.  

Step 7: Attach the support rod so it comes out of the dash within the gap between the lower 

dash panel and the steering column cover. There should be enough room to do this with very 

little to no dash trimming.  

 

After the support rod is installed, you can continue the installation starting from section 9.4 in 

your Sure Grip Installation Manual.  If you have any questions please call 1-888-370-5050. 


